
 

              

                    

       

[PVC FLOORING]

RELLE OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE MANUAL
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Equipped devices list for cleaning and 

maintenance :such as 3M or other brands can 
be bought locally or from China Relle

 Maintenance procedure: first time maintenace after installation

• Cleaning: use 3M clean pad + detergent, clean the floor with a 
floor washer, suck away the sewage, and wait for the ground to be 
completely dry. If neutral detergent is used, overwashing steps can 
be avoided.

Waxing: Using waxing tool/ mop to wax easily, 
pour the wax water on the ground, use figure 8 
wax, it is recommended to apply 3-5 layers of wax, ensure that the 
top layer of wax thoroughly dry 
before each application.

Using easy sticky dust cloth to push dust, ensure the wax surface 
clean

  
• Dust removal and glue removal: use dust push to thoroughly clean the 
garbage and dust on the ground. If there is gum and gum residue, use 3M 
orange detergent to remove it.
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Maintenance procedure：Daily cleaning

• When encountering serious dirt or black mark, use 3M or 
other same type cleaning pad + multi-function cleaner to 
clean.
Dilution ratio 1:50, it is recommended to clean once a day, 
push dust once.

• When the dirt is not serious and requires a large area of 
floor cleaning, use 3M cleaning and polishing two-in-one 
clean pad with water or other brand neutral cleaner.

• When the gloss of the wax surface is reduced or there are 
many black marks and scratches on the wax surface, use 
3M polishing pad with response speed for polishing.

Equipped devices list for cleaning and 

maintenance :such as 3M or other brands 

•
When the dirt is not serious, cleaning with neutral cleaner 
diluted and high-efficiency cleaning wipe
Cloth  or use 3M microfiber or other brand flat drag with 
neutral detergent.
Wet drag mopping: 1-2 times a day.
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Multi function cleaning agent
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SPP Plus clean pad

3600 professional scratches removal pad 4100 white polishing pad

Efficient cleaning cloth
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Daily cleaning：Heavy duty decontamination

3M blue sheet pad has strong cleaning power and little damage to the floor

Especially suitable for high flow of people, heavy dirt areas, such as: main entrance, elevator 
entrance, tea room...

When there is serious black mark or dirt on the wax surface, 3M 5300 blue sheet pad with strong 
detergents can be used for cleaning, which can be combined with automatic floor washing machine cleaning



Daily cleaning: Delicate floor/wax surface

Two in one cleaning and polishing pad

Routine care is easier

• Remove the dirt

• Improve the brightness

• Remove the black seal

• For some delicate floor material or wax surface, the use of ordinary red pad cleaning 
may lead to gloss loss or even 
scratches, recommended to use clean polishing two in one 
hundred clean pad

• With the use of automatic floor washing machine, the cleaning force is strong and will 
not damage the ground

• Continuous cleaning every day, 2-3 weeks can improve the luster of the ground
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Daily cleaning：Recovery of wax gloss

Professional finish 3M 3600 pink
▌ Magic as eraser, quickly wipe wax stains;

Especially suitable for black marks and scratches;
Minimal damage to wax surface;
Wipe like a head, not like a knife blade;
At the same time, extremely bright wax surface is obtained.
Especially effective for high-throughput waxed floors, reducing polishing 
times and removing black marks easily and effectively. Very little dust is 
generated during the polishing process.
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Maintenance procedure：washing and re-waxing

In the daily cleaning process, dirt begins to 

penetrate into the soft surface wax layer. 

Brushing and repairing wax can remove 1-2 

layers of dirty wax on the surface, and restore 

the bright appearance of the wax surface by 

adding 1-2 layers of new wax.

Neutral cleanerSPP Plus cleaning pad

• It is recommended to scrub and fill wax every 2-3 months

After cleaning with 3M SPP pad + neutral detergent or water, 

apply 1-2 layers of wax after the floor is dry

After cleaning, fill 1-2 layers of wax after the ground is dry
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